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Abstract
Position-specific scoring matrices are a popular choice for modelling signals or motifs in biological sequences, both in DNA and
protein contexts. A lot of effort has been dedicated to the definition of suitable scores and thresholds for increasing the specificity
of the model and the sensitivity of the search. It is quite surprising that, until very recently, little attention has been paid to the actual
process of finding the matches of the matrices in a set of sequences, once the score and the threshold have been fixed. In fact, most
profile matching tools still rely on a simple sliding window approach to scan the input sequences. This can be a very time expensive
routine when searching for hits of a large set of scoring matrices in a sequence database. In this paper we will give a survey of
proposed approaches to speed up profile matching based on statistical significance, multipattern matching, filtering, indexing data
structures, matrix partitioning, Fast Fourier Transform and data compression. These approaches improve the expected searching
time of profile matching, thus leading to implementation of faster tools in practice.
c 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many problems in bioinformatics can be modelled as a problem of motif search or discovery among a set of
sequences, where by a motif we mean a signal responsible for functional or structural biological characterization.
Because of the intrinsic variability in genomic sequences, the instances of a motif can be different in composition
one from another. Initially, motifs were modelled as simple solid words, and this representation can still be valid in
contexts where the solid words can be used as anchors to detect more complex patterns [3]. However, it soon rose the
need of more flexible representations leading to the proposal of generalized kind of patterns [9,10], scoring matrices
[21,26,47] and hidden Markov models [14].
In this paper we will focus on one of these models, the scoring matrices, that has been widely accepted as a good
compromise between specificity and sensitivity in the motif representation. In literature, the scoring matrices are
often referred to as Position Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSM), Position Weight Matrices (PWM), or profiles. There
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are in fact some differences in the definition of all these scoring matrices, but since it is possible to convert from one
representation to another, in the following we will just refer to the general model as a scoring matrix.2
Scoring matrices have been used in several different scenarios over both DNA and protein datasets. For example,
they have been proved to be a good model, with strong biological motivation, for transcription factor binding sites,
when using as a score the information content of the signal [43]. Scoring matrices are widely used also for modelling
protein families [21]. However, when modelling protein sequences it is often necessary to include variable length
gaps into the model. Then profile hidden Markov models [14,15] are an efficient tool for representing motifs with
gaps. Because our focus is on algorithms to search matrices, in the following discussion we will restrict our attention
on the modelling of ungapped sequences.
A wide literature is available on topics related to scoring matrices. So far, most of the effort has been devoted
specifically to two aspects: how to define the score to represent the instances of the motif such that the biological
signal is properly modelled, and how to define a threshold to detect in the search only the true instances of the motif.
It is undoubted that these two aspects play a crucial role in the definition and effectiveness of the model itself.
However, there is another aspect to consider. Once the scoring matrix is made available, and an appropriate
threshold has been fixed, there is the need to find the matches of the matrix by scanning an input sequence or a sequence
database. This problem can be referred to as profile matching as opposed to the classical string pattern matching. Most
of the widely used algorithms described in the literature (e.g. [39,44,51]), use a brute-force sliding window approach,
and the profile matching problem is still regarded as a not yet satisfactorily well-solved problem in computational
biology [20]. In recent years a bunch of advanced algorithms based on score properties [53], indexing data structures
[6,7,13], Fast Fourier Transform [41], data compression[17], matrix partitioning [33], filtering algorithms [7,33,38],
pattern matching [38], and superalphabet [38] have been proposed to reduce the expected time of computation. The
aim of this paper is to survey these methods to give the reader an overview of the state of the art of the topic and
possibly stimulate future research in the field.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will introduce the scoring matrix. Formal definitions of
the model will be given, followed by discussion on choices for scores and thresholds. In Section 3 we will formally
introduce the profile matching problem and discuss the advanced algorithms developed to solve it. Section 4 will
summarize the characteristics of the algorithms and discuss some experiments with online algorithms. Then we will
end up the paper with some remarks in the conclusion.
2. The scoring matrix model
Scoring matrices are often called alternately Position Specific Scoring Matrices, Weight Matrices or Profiles.
However, different authors use these names to refer to slightly different definitions of the values within the scoring
matrix. In the first part of the section we will discuss different type of matrices and try to organize in a clearer way the
definitions that can be found in the literature (e.g. [25,40,48,53]). In the second part we will discuss threshold issues
related to the problem of finding matches of scoring matrices in a sequence.
2.1. Building the model
Let S = {S1 , . . . , S N } be a set of strings of length m that represent instances of a given motif (i.e. a biological
signal) defined over an alphabet Σ . In biological sequence analysis the size of Σ is typically 4 (DNA) or 20 (amino
acid sequences).
A scoring matrix is an m × |Σ | matrix M in which the generic position Mi j contains the value (an integer or real
value) of the score given by the j-th symbol of the alphabet occurring at position i.
The simplest type of scoring matrix is the count matrix C = (Ci j ). To obtain a count matrix we need first to align
the instances Sk of the motif. Then for each position i we count the number of times that each symbol s j ∈ Σ appears
in that position. This gives Ci j . The sum of the values in each row must sum up to N .
Rather than simple counts, we might want to have a probabilistic description of the signal that fits the instances
set S. We call such a probabilistic model a profile. It gives occurrence probabilities for all alphabet symbols at
2 It should be noted that there is another class of widely-used scoring matrices, also called substitution matrices, that gives generic and not
position-specific scores for point mutations. PAM [12] and BLOSUM [23] matrices are examples in this class.
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each position of the motif. For example, the maximum likelihood profile is estimated simply as P = (Pi j ), where
Pi j = Ci j /N . The sum of each row now sums up to 1. More advanced generation of a profile is a wide field of research
in itself, with many different methods described in literature, see e.g. [21,24,28,45,49,54]. We omit their details as
they are not relevant for understanding the profile matching algorithms we are surveying.
The count matrix and maximum likelihood profile for the sequences:
S1 :
S2 :
S3 :
S4 :

A
T
A
A

C
C
C
C

G
G
G
C

A
T
T
C

C
G
C
G

T
G
C
A

is shown in Table 1.
2.2. Derivation of scoring matrix from profile and background
The problem of profile matching can be described as the task of deciding whether a sequence window w =
w1 w2 . . . wm (also called a segment) of length m matches the signal described by an m × |Σ | profile P or it is a
background signal.
The background is usually modelled as an i.i.d. model, that is an m × |Σ | profile π in which each row holds the
same probability vector giving the background probability distribution of the alphabet symbols.
A match between a sequence and a matrix is decided upon the evaluation of a score that compares the probability
to observe the segment in the signal model P and to observe it in the background:
Score(w) = log

m
Pr P (w) X
Pi,wi
=
log
.
Prπ (w)
π
i,wi
i=1

This log-odds score is also called the likelihood ratio of the segments. Using logarithms facilitates avoiding underflow
or overflow problems in numeric computations.
Once the background π is fixed, the profile can be translated in a position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM), which
is also called a position weight matrix. The generic element of a PSSM is given by
Si j = log

Pi j
.
πi j

The score of a segment w is obtained by adding the contributions of the entries in the PSSM that correspond to the
symbols of the segment in each given position
Score(w) =

m
X

Si,wi .

i=1

Examples of a profile and the corresponding position specific scoring matrix, where the background probability is
ps = 1/4 for all s in Σ , are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
The occurrences of a signal described by a PSSM in a given sequence are traditionally defined as the sequence
segments that have a score greater than or equal to a given threshold.
Table 1
Count matrix and profile estimated from the example sequence set
1
2
3
4
5
6

A
3
0
0
1
0
1

C
0
4
1
1
2
1

G
0
0
3
0
2
1

T
1
0
0
2
0
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

A
0.75
0
0
0.25
0
0.25

C
0
1
0.25
0.25
0.5
0.25

G
0
0
0.75
0
0.5
0.25

T
0.25
0
0
0.5
0
0.25
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Table 2
An example profile
1
2
3
4
5
6

A
0.65
0.05
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25

C
0.05
0.85
0.25
0.25
0.45
0.25

G
0.05
0.05
0.65
0.05
0.45
0.25

T
0.25
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.05
0.25

Table 3
A position-specific scoring matrix
1
2
3
4
5
6

A
0.96
−1.61
−1.61
0
−1.61
0

C
−1.61
1.22
0
0
0.59
0

G
−1.61
−1.61
0.96
−1.61
−1.61
0

T
0
0 −1.61
−1.61
0.59
−1.61
0

2.3. Significance thresholding
There are several aspects to consider when one has to select a suitable threshold for a search. When scanning a
sequence to find the matches of the matrix we want to minimize two quantities:
(1) The number of false positives (FP), that is the number of sites reported as matches while they are not (also called
type-I errors);
(2) the number false negatives (FN), that is the number of sites that are not reported as matches while they actually
are (also called type-II errors).
The ability of a given threshold to limit the number of FP in the search is defined by its level of significance. On the
other hand, when we talk about the ability of a given threshold to detect the true matches, hence to limit the number of
FN, we refer to the power of the threshold. Despite the fact that it would be more accurate to take into consideration
both measures to derive a sensitive threshold [40], the common practice is to rely on the level of significance only.
Moreover, the same threshold value is not good for different matrices as then the comparison of the search results
becomes difficult. In fact, the scores depend on the matrix dimensions and the way in which they are scaled, so a
threshold value that is a good discriminator for a matrix could be too low or too high for another.
A solution to this problem is to derive a significance threshold rather than using a “raw” threshold value. A common
measure of significance is the E-value, i.e. the expected number of matches in a sequence with respect to a given
background model. Another possibility, which we will elaborate more, is to use the standard approach of statistics
that is based on p-values.
Low p-values allow for highly specific analysis in which only statistically very significant segments are retained
and few false positives should occur. Higher p-values correspond to higher sensitive analysis, at a cost of decreased
speed and possible inclusion of more FP.
The relationship between scores and p-values is called the quantile function. This returns, for a given p-value h, the
corresponding threshold score Th such that the m symbols are long strings whose score is ≥Th have total probability
mass equal to h in the background model. More formally, let X be a random variable that represents
the segment
P
scores, and f (x) be its mass probability function. The p-value is given by G(T ) = P{X ≥ T } = ∞
f
x=T (x)dx. The
quantile function is G −1 ( p), i.e. for a given p-value p ∗ , the corresponding score is T ∗ = dG −1 ( p ∗ )e.
To obtain the quantile function the probability mass function of the distribution must be computed. There are
several approaches for this purpose. The straightforward method is to apply the scoring matrix to all sequences of
length m and tabulate relative frequencies of score. However, the time complexity of this method is O(m|Σ |m ).
If the values of the scoring matrix are integers within a fixed range of size R, a pseudo-polynomial time method,
based on dynamic programming, computes the probability mass function recursively through each position of the
scoring matrix, e.g. [40,46,53]. Initially, the entire probability mass score is assigned to the zero score. Then each
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position row of the matrix is scanned, and the probability mass function is updated using the distribution from the
previous row and the values of the current position scores. For a given score x one looks back at the probability mass
function of the previous row to see which scores could have generated x. When computing the jth update, these are
given by x − M j,a for all possible symbols a. This method works under i.i.d hypothesis and takes O(m 2 R|Σ |) time.
In [53], a variant to assume Markov model dependency is also described.
The computation of the entire probability mass function can be very expensive in terms of time. An alternative
approach can be based on lazy evaluation [6,7]. With this method, only a partial distribution need to be computed.
The probabilities for decreasing threshold values are summed up till the given p-value is exceeded . Depending on the
p-value, this allows speedups between 3 (for p-value 1E-10) and 330 (for p-value 1E-40) with respect to the method
described earlier.
3. Profile matching algorithms
With the exponential growth of both alignments blocks databases from which the scoring matrices can be
synthesized (e.g. TRANSFAC [34], PRINTS [5], BLOCKS [27], JASPAR [42]) and sequences databases (e.g. SwissProt [8,37]), fast matching between matrices and sequences is becoming a crucial requirement for nowadays tools.
There are basically two scenarios to consider: (i) the query is a scoring matrix, the database is a sequence database;
(ii) the query is a sequence, the database is a scoring matrices database.
The first scenario occurs, for example, when we want to find new instances of a protein family or a transcriptionfactor binding site that belong to the motif described by the matrix in a set of sequences. A typical application of
the second scenario is the classification of a sequence with unknown function by comparison with known protein
families described by matrices kept in an updated database. Similarly, given a promoter sequence, one could search
for instances of known binding sites stored as scoring matrices in a database.
Algorithms designed for the first scenario are called offline algorithms since the sequence to scan is already
available for preprocessing before the matrices are searched for. On the other end, algorithms designed for the second
scenario are online algorithms that assume to have the sequence to scan available only at query time. Preprocessing
of the matrices is anyway allowed to speed the search.
Despite the possible assignment of the query and the database roles to matrices and sequences, the common search
procedure is to scan a sequence for segmental scoring according to the values of a matrix entries. Segments are then
sorted according to decreasing score. Top scoring segments are considered occurrences of the motif in the sequence,
or alternately in the other scenario, the sequence is likely to belong to the family described by the matrix.
Tools are currently available for both types of searches in both protein and DNA domains. BLIMPS [51],
fingerPRINTScan [44], matinspector [39], PSI-BLAST [4], PoSSuMSearch [6], EMATRIX [53] are examples.
Most of these tools rely on the brute-force sliding window approach to evaluate segmental score for each possible
starting position and then sort the segments according to the achieved score.
In this section we will concentrate on the task of scoring the segments of a sequence S of length n, according to a
scoring matrix M of width m, where both the sequence and the matrix are defined over an alphabet Σ .
The problem of profile matching is defined as follows: given a sequence S = s1 s2 . . . sn , a scoring matrix
Mm×|Σ | = (Mi j ), and a threshold T , find all the m symbols long segments Sh = sh sh+1 , . . . , sh+m−1 in the sequence
with a score above the threshold T , where the score of Sh is defined by
Score(Sh ) =

m
X

Mi,sh+i−1 .

(1)

i=1

As mentioned before, the brute-force approach consists of evaluating from (1) the score for all the segments Sh ,
that takes O(nm) time. Successive sorting of the hits, that takes O(n log n) time, is needed if one wants to output
the top-scoring segments first. An early attempt to achieve faster profile matching was implemented in the tool
BLOCKSEARCH [18,19]. BLOCKSEARCH exploits the characteristic of the motif in the BLOCKS database that
often have positions with one allowed (conserved) symbol, and it reports only segments with such conserved singleton
symbols. This clearly allows one to avoid the scoring of many segments, but the possibility to miss many true positives
is high. In fact, segments can potentially reach a high score even if they have a mismatch in these conserved positions.
The presence of singleton positions in the BLOCK database derive from the way it was generated. The design of
BLOCKSEARCH hence heavily depends on this characteristic of conservation in the BLOCKS database.
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Table 4
Example of lookahead scoring
1
2
3
4
5
6

A
0.65
0.05
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25

C
0.05
0.85
0.25
0.25
0.45
0.25

G
0.05
0.05
0.65
0.05
0.45
0.25

T
0.25
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.05
0.25

Ti
0.15
1.00
1.65
2.10
2.55
2.80

The last column holds the values of the partial
thresholds for each position

Algorithms that will be described in the rest of the section are not bound to a particular database or a specific way
to build the alignment or the scoring matrix, and are therefore more general.
The first real improvements to the problem of profile matching come from a paper of Wu et al. [53]. In their paper
three methods for accelerating the segmental scoring (1) are introduced, and they will be discussed in the next three
sections.3
3.1. Significance filtering
Significance filtering simply means using the p-value based threshold of Section 2.3 in the search. Then the search
will only report segments whose score is significantly high. This approach has several advantages: (i) it eliminates the
need to store and sort a large number of potential hits; (ii) it reduces the number of false positives; (iii) it allows to
compare hits across scoring matrices according to their statistical significance.
Significance filtering has a tradeoff between speed and sensitivity of the analysis. While the brute-force approach
returns the value of the scores Score(Sh ) for all the segments Sh , significance filtering does not report any information
about segments that have a score below the threshold. This characteristic is common also to the lookahead-based
approaches that will be described in the next sections. On the other hand, the FFT and compression-based algorithms
(Sections 3.9 and 3.10) provide information about all the segments in the sequences, as much as the brute-force
algorithm does.
3.2. Sequential lookahead scoring
The lookahead technique (LA) is at the basis of several algorithms for profile matching. The idea behind it is
simple and powerful. Depending on the matrix entries, there is a maximal score that can be added at every step of
the score computation. For a segment Sh to be considered a match, its final score Score(Sh ) must be equal or greater
than the given threshold T . This means that if the partial score reached at the step m − 1 is less than T − Scmax [m],
where Scmax [m] is the maximal value in the m-th row, then we do not need to perform the last comparison because
the segment will never reach the threshold. This observation can be extended to all intermediate positions from 1 to
m, computing the minimal threshold score Ti that has to be reached at the i-th comparison step. To do this we need to
compute the maximum score that can be obtained from position i + 1 to position m, for every index i:
Z (i) =

m
X
k=i+1

max Mk,s j
j

where the summation is made over the maximal entries of the matrix in each row k. Then the intermediate threshold
Ti is given by T − Z (i) . If during comparison a segment is found to have a partial score at step i that is less than the
intermediate threshold Ti , then the segment can be dropped, and the sliding window can be shifted to the next segment
to evaluate.
As an example of how LA scoring works, consider Table 4, where the last column holds the partial thresholds for
a final threshold 2.80.
3 In the original paper the matrix has the roles of row and column inverted wrt our definitions.
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Table 5
Example of permutated lookahead scoring
2
1
3
4
5
6

A
0.05
0.65
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.25

C
0.85
0.05
0.25
0.25
0.45
0.25

G
0.05
0.05
0.65
0.05
0.45
0.25

T
0.05
0.25
0.05
0.45
0.05
0.25

Ti
0.35
1.00
1.65
2.10
2.55
2.80

When matching the string AGTAAC, at the second step the score will be equal to 0.70, below the partial threshold
1.00. The string is discarded without performing any other comparison, and the sliding window shifts to the next
position.
Of course, in the worst case O(mn) comparisons are still needed, but experiments based on real datasets proved
that in practice many segments are dropped before the end of the window. The number of dropped segments depends
on the scoring matrix and on the given threshold, that in turn depends on the given p-value. In the experiments cited in
[53], LA performance ranged from 185.2 symbols/s for p = 10−5 to 1019.2 symbols/s for p = 10−40 . On the same
datasets, BLIMPS 3.2.5 computed 15.9 symbols/s, and BLOCKSEARCH 2.1 computed 109.0 symbols/s. However,
when the partial thresholds have not enough discrimination power, then the extra cost of making a comparison after
each character may lead to actual running times worse than those of the naive search.
3.3. Permutated matrix look-ahead
In the sequential lookahead technique, the intermediate thresholds are computed following the order of the matrix
rows. However, the aim of lookahead is to drop a “bad” segment as soon as possible, and there is technically no
restriction to compute the score in a different order. In fact, it is possible that a different arrangement of the matrix
rows will lead to higher intermediate thresholds in the first steps of the comparison, thus leading to an earlier drop of
the segment. For example, consider the scoring matrix of the previous section in which the columns and rows have
been swapped. The matrix is reported in Table 5.
In this case the second position will be elaborated first. The second position of the string AGTAAC is a G, with
score 0.05 below the partial threshold 0.35. The scoring will end at the first step, rather than the second as in the
previous example.
In [53], the proposed permutation is the one that has the maximal difference between expected and maximal score:
X
Ei =
Mi,a ba
a

Mi = max Mi,a
a

where b = (ba1 , ba2 , . . . ba|Σ | ) is the vector of background frequencies that can be computed from a large sequence
dataset. The permutation is obtained by sorting the rows with respect to the difference Mi − E i between maximal and
expected scores.
Permutated LA scoring was on average 15.6% faster than sequential LA scoring in the experiments reported in [53].
3.4. Indexing techniques and LA
LA and Permutated LA techniques still rely on a sliding window approach, dropping segments whenever
intermediate thresholds are not reached. EMATRIX, the tool that implements these approaches, has been developed for
a context in which the query is a sequence and the database contains scoring matrices. This allowed the preprocessing
of the scoring matrices database to obtain the quantile function to translate p-values in p-thresholds, so that the user
just need to provide a p-value and the query sequence.
However, when the query is a scoring matrix, or a set of scoring matrices, and the database contains sequences, it
is possible to achieve further speedup by exploiting the properties of indexing data structures such as suffix tree and
suffix array, in combination with the LA technique. In this case the idea is to preprocess the input database or a single
input sequence to build an index that allows to skip uninteresting parts that share a common prefix.
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Fig. 1. An example of LA over a suffix tree. If the score at node N is below the partial threshold, then the subtree rooted at N can be skipped
completely, and the search move to the next sibling M. If the score of node U is above the threshold T all the leaves that belong to the subtree rooted
at U correspond to starting position of matching segments, even if the depth of U were less than m.

The first proposal of such an approach for profile matching can be found in [13] where suffix trees are used. More
recently, a space efficient implementation on suffix arrays has been presented in [6,7].
LA with suffix trees
The suffix tree is a compact trie of the suffixes of an input string S, i.e. each leaf in the tree corresponds to a suffix
of S. Compactness means that runs of nodes with one child are joined together in a single arc. This implies that every
internal node must be a branching node, and as a consequence, since there are n leaves, there must be at most n − 1
internal nodes, and O(n) nodes in total. To know whether a word w occurs in the input string S, we have to follow
the path from the root labelled with the word characters. If the path exists then the words w occur in S. To know the
set of positions in which the word occurs a simple visit of the subtree rooted at the node in which the path ends, or to
the next following node if the path ends in the middle of an arc, is to answer the query. In fact, words ending in the
middle of an arc share the same starting positions. Word occurrence queries can be answered on a suffix tree in linear
time in the length of the word. Suffix trees can be constructed in linear time in the size of the input string [35,50,52].
In [13] LA is implemented over a suffix tree (ST). The scoring of the segments is done by a depth first traversal of
the tree, calculating the score for the edge labels. The advantage of using such data structure is twofold, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. When the partial score is below the intermediate threshold all the segments corresponding to positions in the
subtree of the current node (or the following node if we are in the middle of an arc) can be dropped, and the search can
continue from the next sibling. Moreover, if at some point the threshold is reached, all the segments corresponding to
the leaves of the subtree of the node (or of the following node if we are in the middle of an arc) are matching segments.
The second kind of speedup can be applied directly to matrices with nonnegative elements. For matrices with negative
elements it suffices to add the absolute value of the negative minimal element to shift the range of the matrix value in
a positive interval, and then apply the second kind of speedup. However, if the user requires to output the exact score
with respect to a segment of length m, in case of matching segments it will be necessary to go down the tree until
depth m is reached.
In this way many segments can be ignored or accepted at once, and speedup is easily achieved. Experiments on
real datasets described in [13] showed that LA implemented over suffix tree allowed for a speedup factor of between
2.0 and 5.0 over sequential LA and between 2.7 and 10.6 over the brute-force algorithm.
The drawback of using the suffix tree data structure is that it is expensive to store. Each node can have up to |Σ |
children. If a fixed-size array is used to store the children the space needed to index large set of sequences, which
is a typical situation in nowadays biological applications, could be prohibitive. Using a linked list might partially
alleviate the problem. The implementation of the algorithm in [13] took 17n bytes. A more space-efficient suffix-tree
implementation of [31] takes 12n bytes.
LA with suffix arrays
A much more space-efficient solution to speedup profile matching comes from enhanced suffix arrays and is
implemented in the PoSSumSearch suite [6,7].
Enhanced suffix arrays (ESA) are as powerful as suffix trees [1] but for profile searching require only 9n bytes.
Moreover, enhanced suffix arrays can be stored in a file and load into memory when needed. Another advantage over
suffix tree is that when scanning the array from left to right, locality can be optimally exploited. The enhanced suffix
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Fig. 2. An example of enhanced suffix array and the corresponding suffix tree for the same sequence S = AAACACA$. It can be noted that skipping
SA ranges corresponds to skipping to the next simpling in the ST.

Fig. 3. An example of Aho–Corasick Expansion driven by LA. At each level only the symbols that have a score above the partial threshold are
considered for path expansion.

array for profile matching consists of three tables: the classical suffix array tables suf (sorted suffixes) and lcp (longest
common prefix), and a further table skp (skip). The suffix array can be computed in linear time [29,30,32], and once
the suf and lcp tables are known, the skp table can also be computed in linear time. To perform profile matching as it
was done with the suffix tree, one can simulate a depth first traversal of the tree by processing suf and lcp from left
to right [1]. To skip uninteresting ranges corresponding to segments with prefixes that are below the partial threshold
the skp table is used (for details of computation see [6,7]). It is worth noting that skipping uninteresting ranges in the
suffix array corresponds to skipping sibling nodes in the suffix tree, as shown in Fig. 2.
With respect to the implementation on the suffix tree the main gain in using the enhanced suffix array is space
saving. Moreover, experiments on real biological datasets showed speedup factors between 4 and 50 times for DNA
matrices and up to 1.8 for protein matrices with respect to other popular tools based on suffix tree LA and brute-force
approach.
3.5. Multipattern matching based technique
A recent algorithm based on classic pattern matching is described in [38]. Given a matrix M and threshold T , the
set of the m symbols long sequences with a score ≥T is fixed. We may explicitly generate all such sequences in a
preprocessing phase before the actual search over the input string S, and then use some multipattern search technique
of exact string matching to find their occurrences fast from S. The Aho–Corasick multipattern search algorithm can
be used here, hence the algorithm is called Aho–Corasick Expansion (ACE). To avoid the generation and checking of
all Σ m words of length m, the lookahead technique can be used to drive the direct generation of valid words only (see
Fig. 3).
The set D of valid words is built by generating the prefixes of the sequences in Σ m , and expanding a prefix that is
still alive only if the expanded prefix is a prefix of some sequence that has score ≥ T . This is repeated with increasing
level j, until j = m.
For large T , only a small fraction of Σ m will be included in D. In fact, the above procedure generates D in time
O(|D| + |M|) where the O(|M|) = O(m|Σ |) time is needed for computing the lookahead bounds L j from M.
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The Aho–Corasick automaton AC(D) for the sequences in D is then constructed [2,11], followed by a
postprocessing phase to get the ‘advanced’ version of the automaton [36] in which the failure transitions have been
eliminated. This version is the most efficient for small alphabets like that of DNA. The construction of this automaton
needs time and space O(|D||Σ |).
The search over S is then accomplished by scanning S with AC(D). The scan will report the occurrences of the
members of D in S.
The total running time of ACE is O(|D||Σ | + |M|) = O(|Σ |m+1 + |M|) for preprocessing M to obtain AC(D),
and O(|S|) for scanning S with AC(D).
ACE performs very well for matrices up to length 13–14. In databases such as Jaspar they represent a large
percentage of the total number of matrices. However, for larger matrices and smaller threshold values the size of the
set D, and hence of the automaton, increases substantially, slowing down the performances. Moreover, for some small
values of threshold and large matrix length the available memory might not be enough to store the entire complete
automaton. In principle, the Aho–Corasick automaton can be built to contain strings coming from different matrices,
allowing multiple matrices search at once. Unfortunately, by growing the size of the automaton, memory issues will
probably slow down the search, so that the advantage to search more matrices at once would be lost.
3.6. Filtering techniques
Filtering techniques can also be used to speed up profile matching. An approximation of the score can be used for
a fast check of the score achievable by a segment. This makes unnecessary to check completely all the segments.
Lookahead filtration algorithm
The lookahead filtration algorithm (LFA) of [38] can be seen as a speed-up version of the lookahead technique
(LA) of Section 3.2. In this method, matrix M is preprocessed to get a finite-state automaton F that reports for each
h symbols long segment v of S the prefix score of v, that is, the score that is given to v by the first h rows of M.
The automaton F has a state for each sequence u ∈ Σ h , and the prefix score of sequence u is associated with state
for u. As the states and the transition function τ of F have a very regular structure, they can be implemented as an
implicit data structure without an explicit representation of the transitions. The data structure is simply an array of size
Σ h , also denoted by F, whose entry F(u) stores the prefix score of sequence u. Automaton F takes a state transition
τ (u, a) = v by computing the new index v from u and a. This can be done by applying on u a shift operation followed
by catenation with a.
The filtration phase is done by scanning with F the sequence S to obtain, in time O(n), the prefix score of every h
symbols long segment of S. Let ti be the score for the segment that starts at si . Now, the upper bound used in filtration
is ti + Z (h) where Z (h) is the (also precomputed) lookahead bound for M at h. If ti + Z (h) < T , then the full occurrence
of M at i must score less than T , and we can continue the search immediately to next location. If ti + Z (h) ≥ T , the
full score must be evaluated to see if it really is ≥T . This is done by adding to ti the scores of matching the remaining
positions h + 1, . . . , m of M against si+h , . . . , si+m−1 .
The filtration automaton F and the lookahead bounds can be constructed in time O(|Σ |h + |M|). Scanning S
takes time O(n) plus the time for checking the score at locations picked up by the filter. Checking takes O(m − h)
time per such a location. Denoting by r the number of locations to be checked, the total checking time becomes
O(r (m − h)) = O(n(m − h)). Filtration pays off only if r is (much) smaller than n = |S|. Increasing T would
obviously decrease r . Similarly, increasing h makes the upper bound tighter and hence decreases r .
Also the LFA algorithm can be easily adapted to multiple matrix search. Each table entry would simply be a vector
with the scores corresponding to each different matrix to search.
Filtration by recoding on smaller alphabet
A drawback of some of the algorithms we have seen so far is their loss of performance when bigger alphabet,
such as the protein alphabet, need to be used. In [7] a filtering method based on recoding in smaller alphabet is
presented. It basically consists in a mapping of symbols of the alphabet Σ = {a0 , a1 , . . . , ak } into symbols of alphabet
Σ 0 = {b0 , b1 , . . . , bl } by the means of a surjective function Φ : Σ −→ Σ 0 that maps symbol a ∈ Σ to symbol b ∈ Σ 0 .
Φ −1 (b) is the character class that corresponds to b. Both the sequence and the matrix need to be transformed according
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to Φ:
S 0 = Φ(s1 )Φ(s2 ) · · · Φ(sn )
0
Mib
= max{Mia |a ∈ Φ −1 (b)}.

The matching segments will be those that in S 0 have a score with respect to M 0 that is above the same threshold T
defined for M. Since the matches in the original sequence are a subset of matches in the transformed sequence, the
latter can be used as a filter to detect positions that need to be checked for possible matches of M in S. In [7] the
criteria followed to reduce the protein alphabet was driven by the correlation between amino acids defined by the
BLOSUM [23] similarity matrix. Performance measures on reduced alphabet showed a speedup of two with respect
to the 20 amino acid alphabet when the ESA algorithm was applied.
Filtering similar matrices
In [33] two algorithms are also presented to deal with the case of searching similar matrices. The idea is to
exploit the similarity between matrices to design a filtering matrix that will tell if a matrix Mi of the set has a hit
in correspondence of some position without computing the score for Mi explicitly. The hypothesis in their paper is
that the matrices in the set are consistent, that is for each distinct matrix M, N , O, the best alignment between M and
N and the best alignment between N and O, allow to deduce the best alignment between M and O. In this context,
the optimal alignment between all matrices is simply computed by aligning all matrices with respect to a reference
matrix. Examples of a filtering matrix N for a set of matrices {M1, M2, . . . , Mk} are given by:
P
• arithmetical mean: Ni x = kj=1 M ji x , x ∈ Σ , i = 1 to |M|
• minimum: Ni x = min{M1i x , M2i x , . . . , Mki x }, x ∈ Σ , i = 1 to |M|
• maximum: Ni x = max{M1i x , M2i x , . . . , Mki x }, x ∈ Σ , i = 1 to |M|.
The first algorithm for searching similar matrices is an exact algorithm. It initially computes the uncertainty
threshold between two matrices M and N , defined as the smallest positive natural number x such that if the score
of a segment u of length m with respect to N is less or equal to α − x, then the score of u with respect to M is less or
equal than α.
The uncertainty threshold U (Mi, N ) is computed for all matrices Mi in the set with respect to the filtering matrix
N . Then the score of the filtering matrix N and the value of U (Mi, N ) is used to decide whether the score of Mi
needs to be computed explicitly or not.
A lossy filtering algorithm was also presented in [33]. In this case only the score of the filtering matrix is computed.
If an occurrence of N exists at position j an occurrence of each Mi is reported at the same position. Of course
false positives and false negatives might be present in the output. The choice of the filtering matrix is critical in the
determination of the sensitivity and selectivity of the process. However, since it is possible to compute the exact
number of false positives and false negatives, the number of errors induced by the filtering can be taken under control.
3.7. Speed up by super-alphabet
It was observed in [38] that the naive brute force algorithm can be made faster by working in a “super-alphabet”
instead of the original one (which is typically small in genomic applications). Each q-tuple of the original alphabet
is a super-alphabet symbol, for some fixed q. Matrix M is preprocessed to obtain equivalent scoring matrix M̂ for
super-alphabet symbols: M̂ is an dm/qe × |Σ |q matrix whose entries are defined as
M̂ j,a1 ...aq =

q
X

M( j−1)q+h,ah

h=1

for j = 1, . . . , dm/qe and for all q–tuples a1 . . . aq ∈ |Σ |q .
The score of each m symbols long segment of S can now be evaluated on O(m/q) steps using shift-and-concatenate
technique to find fast the appropriate entries of M̂. The total running time of this naive super-alphabet algorithm (NS)
becomes O(nm/q), giving a (theoretical) speedup with respect to the naive algorithm by factor q, independently of the
threshold T . In practice the larger overhead of algorithm NS makes the speedup smaller. Matrix M̂ can be constructed
in time O(m|Σ |q /q).
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Fig. 4. An example of matrix partitioning in two submatrices, with the corresponding indexing tables.

3.8. Matrix partitioning
While the superalphabet technique NS divides the matrix M into constant-length slices, it is also possible to use
variable length slices whose sizes depend on the matrix content [33]. In this algorithm, that we refer to as MP (Matrix
Partitioning), the score is precomputed for words of length i k+1 − i k for k = 1 to n, where the i k are the starting
positions of the partitions. Note that the LFA algorithm also uses a precomputed version of M but the precomputation
is restricted to only one fixed-length slice from the beginning of M.
The solution to the profile matching problem by the MP algorithm is exact. The matrix M is divided into a set of
smaller matrices {M1 , . . . , Ml } that are made of contiguous slice of M. Then for each Mk the score for all words in
Σ ik+1 −ik is computed and store in a table Tk . The reason for considering slices of the matrix is that in such a way
relatively small tables are needed to store the precomputed scores. If the scores were stored for all the |Σ |m words of
length m, then the space needed would be prohibitive. Fig. 4 shows an example of matrix partitioning.
The score of a segment u ∈ Σ m is then computed by looking up at the table for the score of each substrings induced
by partitioning u in the same segments interval as M:
Score(u, M) =

l
X

Tk (h(u[i k , . . . , i k+1 − 1]).

k=1

The problem of partitioning the matrix is characterized by two parameters: the number l of submatrices and the
increasing sequence of positions i 1 = 1, . . . , i k , . . . , il+1 = n + 1. Given the matrix and the size of available memory,
the objective is to choose the number and size of the subtables so that the average runtime is minimized. The average
number of access for positions [1 . . . j] can be computed by a dynamic programming algorithm that uses the LA
partial thresholds. The optimal partitioning can then be derived by backtracking the structure associated to the average
number of access for all positions [1 . . . m].
The matrix partitioning technique can be easily extended to a set of matrices. In this case each entry of table Tk
will be a vector of size equal to the number of matrices. Each cell of the vector will contain the score corresponding
to one matrix.
The performance of this algorithm is naturally related to the structure of the matrix. Once the matrix is partitioned
in k slices the time needed to compute the score of each segment in the input sequence is given by k look-ups and
additions. Since there are O(n) segments for which the score need to be computed the total complexity is O(kn).
Comparison with the naive approach NA on a database od DNA transcription factors taken from JASPAR [42] and
TRANSFAC [34] databases showed a speed-up factor of 8.
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3.9. The Fast Fourier Transform based technique
A completely different approach to profile matching is introduced in [41], where the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
is used to compute the matching score of every possible alignment between a sequence and a scoring matrix.
It is an old observation that the FFT can be used in classical pattern matching [16]. The idea in [41] is to use the
FFT in the same way that it is used to count the number of matches in an alignment between two sequences. The
difference consists in replacing one of the sequences with a scoring matrix. Before introducing the algorithm, we will
introduce some basic terminology associated with FFTs.
Let x̄ = (x0 , x1 , . . . xn−1 ) and ȳ = (y0 , y1 , . . . yn−1 ) be two real-valued vectors of length n.
Definition. The cyclic cross-correlation of x̄ and ȳ is a vector z̄ cyc (x̄, ȳ) = (z 0 , z 1 , . . . z n−1 ), such that
zj =

n−1
X

x( j+k) yk

k=0

where the indexes in the expression are taken modulo n.
Definition. The Discrete Fourier Transform of a vector x̄ = (x0 , x1 , . . . xn−1 ) is the vector X̄ = (X 0 , X 1 , . . . X n−1 ),
where
X j = x0 + x1 ω j + · · · xn−1 ω j (n−1)
and the complex number ω = exp(2πi)/n is the nth root of unity. Vector X̄ can be computed from x̄ using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, denoted X̄ = FFT(x̄). The running time is O(n log n).
If we indicate with ȳ R = (yn−1 , yn−2 , . . . y0 ) the reverse of the vector ȳ = (y0 , y1 , . . . yn−1 ), and with
J
x̄
ȳ = (x0 y0 , x1 y1 , . . . xn−1 yn−1 ) the dot product of the two vectors, we can compute the cyclic cross-correlation
through the FFT in time O(n log n) as follows:
(1) compute X̄ = FFT(x̄) and Ȳ R = FFT( ȳ R J
)
(2) compute the product Z̄ cyc ( X̄ , Ȳ R ) = X̄
Ȳ R
(3) compute the inverse of the FFT to obtain the cyclic cross-correlation z̄ cyc (x, y) = F F T −1 (Z cyc ).
In profile matching linear alignment is more common than cyclic alignment, hence we need to define the linear
cross-correlation.
Definition. The linear cross-correlation of two vectors x̄ and ȳ of length l and m respectively, is a vector z̄lin (x̄, ȳ) =
z̄ cyc (x̄ 0 , ȳ 0 ) = (z 0 , z 1 , . . . z n−1 ), where n = l + m − 1 and the vector x̄ 0 is obtained from x̄ by padding it to the left
with m − 1 zeros, and ȳ 0 from ȳ by padding it to the right with l − 1 zeros. The time required to compute the linear
cross-correlation is O(n log n).
FFT can been used for match counts problems (see, for example, [22]). Given two sequences A = A0 . . . Al−1
and B = B0 . . . Bm−1 defined over an alphabet Σ , for every pair of symbols (a, b) drawn from the alphabet we can
compute the number of times that the pair occurs in each possible alignment between A and B. To do that two indicator
vectors x̄a , associated with the symbol a and the sequence A, and x̄b , associated with the symbol b and the sequence
B, are used. In an indicator vector for a symbol a the element at position i will be set to one if the corresponding
symbol in the sequence is equal to a, and zero otherwise. The linear cross-correlation z̄ ab between x̄a and x̄b will give
a vector in which the ith element give the count of the pair (a, b) in the ith alignment between the two sequences.
For example, consider two sequences S1 = CCACCGTCG of length l = 9, and S2 = TCAGTA of length m = 6.
To compute the number of times the pair (C, A) occurs in each alignment, we have to build the indicator vector for C
in S1 and A in S2 . These vectors are respectively: x̄C = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) and x̄ A = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1). The first
eight alignments between the two sequences are shown in Table 6.
For example, the seventh alignment in Table 6 corresponds to the following situation in terms of the original
sequences:
S1
S2

C

C

A
T

C
C

C
A

G
G

T
T

C
A

G
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Table 6
The first eight alignments between x̄C = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) and x̄ A =
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)
S1
x̄c0
align 0
align 1
align 2
align 3
align 4
align 5
align 6
align 7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

C
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

C
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

A
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

C
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1

C
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

G
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

C
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

G
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The number of occurrences of the pair (C, A) is given by the sum of the number of columns in which both vectors
hold the value one. Hence, the cross-correlation vector is equal to (1, 1, 0, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), showing that
the third, fourth and seventh alignments are the ones with the highest number of occurrences of the pair.
The interesting cross-correlations are between the same symbol. The sum of the cross-correlations over all the
symbols of the alphabet will report the total number of matches for each possible alignment:
X
z̄ =
z̄ aa .
a∈Σ

Let us consider the two sequences S1 and S2 , and their seventh alignment defined above.
The cross-correlations
of each symbol are equal to z̄ A A = 0, z̄ CC = 1, z̄ GG = 1, and z̄ T T = 1, hence the alignment
P
will have a∈Σ z̄ aa = 3 matches, and this will be the value for the element z 7 of the cross-correlation vector.
The computation for all possible alignments requires O(|Σ |n log n) time.
Profile matching between a scoring matrix M and a sequence S = s1 s2 . . . sk can be derived as the match count
between two sequences. In the jth alignment the score will be
X
zj =
Mk+m− j,sk
k

where the index k ranges from max{0, j − (m − 1)} to min{m − 1, j}, and it can be seen as the weighted sum of the
indicator vectors of each symbol a in Σ , where the weights are taken from the corresponding column in the scoring
matrix.
More formally, let x̄a = (I (a, s1 ), I (a, s2 ), . . . I (a, sk )), where I (a, si ) = 1 if the ith symbol in the sequence is
equal to a and I (a, si ) = 0 otherwise. Let ȳa = M̄a = (M1,a , M2,a , . . . , Mm,a ) be the column for symbol a in the
scoring matrix M. The linear cross-correlation z̄ a (x̄a0 , ȳa0 ) = (z a,0 , z a,1 , . . . , z a,n−1 ) is the score due to symbol a. The
ith coordinate is given by
X
z a, j =
I (a, sk )Mk+m− j,a .
k

The sum of z a, j P
taken over all symbols a in Σ gives z j , the total score for the jth alignment. Hence, the score vector
is given by z̄ = a∈Σ z̄ a .
For each symbol in the alphabet
one FFT is needed to obtain Z̄ a from z̄ a , and a FFT inversion is needed to obtain
P
the score vector z̄ from Z̄ = a∈Σ Z̄ a . The time complexity is then O(|Σ |n log n).
As an example, let us consider the alignment between the sequence S1 and the transpose of the scoring matrix that
is shown in Table 7. The last line shows the indicator vector for the symbol C.
The weighted sum for the symbol C is 1.35, and corresponds to z̄ C,7 , since we are considering the seventh
alignment.
P Similarly we will have that z̄ A,7 = 0.65, z̄ G,7 = 0.05, and z̄ T,7 = 0.45. The sum of these terms gives
z̄ 7 = a∈Σ z a,7 = 2.50, which is the score of this specific alignment.
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Table 7
Alignment between the transpose scoring matrix and the sequence
S1
A
C
G
T
I (C, S1 )

C

C

1

1

A
0.65
0.05
0.05
0.25
0

C
0.05
0.85
0.05
0.05
1

C
0.05
0.25
0.65
0.05
1

G
0.25
0.25
0.05
0.45
0

T
0.05
0.45
0.45
0.05
0

C
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1

G

G
1.1
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.2

T
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.9
0.5

0

Table 8
Scoring matrix M and run-length encoding matrix MRLE
1
2
3
4
5

A
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.2

C
0.5
0.3
0.6
0.1
0.1

G
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2

T
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.5

1
2
3
4
5

A
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.2

C
1.6
1.1
0.8
0.2
0.1

3.10. Compression-based techniques
An alternative approach to speed up profile matching, based on sequence compression techniques such as runlength encoding (RLE) and Lempel-Ziv (LZ78) algorithms, was presented in [17]. The idea is to score the compressed
sequence, thus reducing the time required for computation by a factor equal to the sequence compression ratio.
Profile matching with RLE
RLE encodes runs of the same symbol a with a pair (l, a), where l is the length of the run, i.e. the number of
consecutive symbols a. For example, the sequence S = acccgttta will be represented by the sequence of pairs (1, a)
(3, c) (1, g) (3, t) (1, a).
In order to use RLE to speed up profile matching it is necessary to compute in a preprocessing step a telescoping
scoring matrix MRLE where the generic entry
MRLE [i][a] =

m
X

Mi,a

k=i

represents the contribution that will be added to the score if the part of the segment from position i to m is composed
by a run of a symbol a. Once the matrix has been computed, it is possible to know the contribution of a run of a given
symbol a starting in any position of the alignment. In fact, if a run of length l is occurring starting at position i, then
the contribution of the run to the score is given by MRLE [i][a] − MRLE [i + l][a].
For example, consider the scoring matrix M, and its corresponding MRLE in Table 8.
The scoring of the first segment of the sequence S = acccgttta with the brute-force sliding window approach will
need a total of five steps. On the other hand, when scoring the compressed representation of S with the MRLE matrix,
the run of c of length three will be computed in one step MRLE [2, c]−MRLE [2+3, c] = 1.0. Hence, the total number of
steps for scoring the first segment will drop to three. This is a very simple toy example, but it is clear that for longer runs
or for longer-scoring matrices, the probability of having more runs is higher, and hence the saving will also be higher.
Since contribution of runs can be computed in constant time, if lavg is the average length of a run, the number of
steps required to score a segment of length m will be on average m/lavg . By adopting this technique the score for all
segments can then be computed in O(nm/lavg ) time. The preprocessing phase takes O(m|Σ |) to build the new matrix
and O(n) to encode the input sequence.
Besides the asymptotic complexity, the actual number of operations needs some consideration. In fact, in the bruteforce algorithm, only a table lookup and an addition to the partial score is done at each step. With the RLE scoring
two lookups, a subtraction and an addition are needed at every step. Moreover, analysis of the composition of some
biological sequences reported in [17] showed that the number of runs is close, even though smaller, to the length of
the original sequences. Therefore, for sequences with low compression ratio the RLE approach could actually require
a higher number of operations than the brute-force approach.
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Fig. 5. LZ78 Tree for aacgcgcgct = b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5.

Profile matching with LZ78
LZ78 is a dictionary-based compression algorithm[55]. The original sequence is encoded in a sequence of
codewords, each of which contains two kind of information: a link to the block corresponding to the longest matching
dictionary entry previously found, and a first nonmatching symbol. The dictionary is built gradually by scanning the
input sequence. The first character of the string is a codeword (block) itself, and it is added to the dictionary. The input
sequence is then scanned, till the maximal matching entry (possibly no entry if the next symbol is scanned for the first
time) in the dictionary is found. Then a new codeword is added to the dictionary and the substring will be encoded
as a pair consisting of the pointer to the maximal match in the dictionary, and the newly added symbol. Since every
block is built upon an already define block, the LZ78 encoding can be represented by a tree (see Fig. 5).
For profile matching, each node of the LZ78 tree needs to be enhanced with two kind of information: the length of
the block, and an array that stores at index i the contribution that the block will give if it appears in the sliding window
starting at position i. The contribution of each block can be computed by looking up at the array of scores of the
father, adding the contribution of the newly added symbol of the current block, and updating its array of scores. Since
each block takes constant time to be processed, and the average length of a block is log n, the search time complexity
is O(nm/ log n).
In [17] asymptotic analysis, based on the number blocks in biological dataset, showed that LZ78 provides
asymptotic speed up of about five times over the brute force algorithm.
4. Discussion and some experiments
Some characteristics of the algorithms described in the previous sections are summarized in Table 9.
The actual performance of these algorithms might indeed depend on implementation details, and on physical
constraints such as the available memory. The algorithm to be used also depends on the availability for preprocessing
of the sequence database or of the matrices before query time. In Section 4.1 we report some experimental results of
the performance of some online algorithms on JASPAR [42] collection of DNA motifs.
For the offline algorithms the original papers describing the PoSSuMsearch suite [6,7] give a performance
comparison of techniques that are based on suffix structures. Compared to suffix trees, the enhanced suffix array
showed a speed up between 1.5 and 1.8 for proteins. Comparison with the online LA algorithm revealed that on the
protein domain LA performed slightly better for large p-values, while for a p-value of 10−40 the speed up of the ESA
is 1.5. In the DNA domain the speedup factor of the enhanced suffix array ranges from 17 to 196 depending on the
value of the MSS threshold [39].
4.1. Experimental comparison of online algorithms
Here we report some experimental performance results for several online algorithms presented in Section 3. The
experiments were performed using matrices from the JASPAR database, and a 50 M base long DNA sequence sampled
from the human and the mouse genome. We compared the performances of the naive algorithm (NA), the Lookahead
algorithm (LA), the Aho–Corasick based algorithm (ACE), the Lookahead Filtration Algorithm (LFA) and the Superalphabet algorithm (NS). The software was written in C and C++, and it was run on a 3 GHz Intel Pentium processor
with 2 GB of main memory, running under Linux.
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Table 9
Algorithm summary
NA
LA
ACE
LFA
SM

NS
MP
SA
ST
ESA
DC
FFT

Based on
full scoring of all segments
scoring interrupted by partial
thresholds
Aho–Corasick
pattern
matching
filtering by prefix scoring
and partial thresholds
searching similar matrices
by lossless and lossy filtering

Type
online
online

offline
offline

Time bound
O(mn) search
O(m|Σ |) preprocessing, O(kn) search; k = O(m) is the average
depth of scoring
O(|D||Σ | + m|Σ |) preprocessing, O(n) search; D is candidate
sequences set, |D| ≤ |Σ |m
O(|Σ |h ) preprocessing, O(n + (m − h)r ) search; h is the prefix
length, r is average number of full scoring
O(m|Σ |N ) preprocessing for a set of N matrices; stringency of the
reference matrix determines the search time for lossless filter and
the number of false positives/negatives for lossy filter
O(m|Σ |q /q) preprocessing, O(mn/q) search; each q tuple of
original symbols is a super-alphabet symbol
preprocessing with dynamic programming, O(kn) search; 1 ≤ k ≤
m
O(n + m|σ |) preprocessing to re-code sequence and matrix;
speedup factor of 2 wrt ESA search with protein alphabet
O(n + m|Σ |) preprocessing, depth–first search guided by LA
O(n) preprocessing, O(n + m + np) search; 0 ≤ p ≤ m

transformation into a superalphabet
partition of the matrix in
slices of variable length
filtering by using reduced
alphabet
indexing by suffix tree
indexing by enhanced suffix
array
data compression
Fast Fourier Transform

online

offline
offline

O(n) preprocessing, O(nm/c) search ; c is the compression factor
O(|Σ |(n + m) log(n + m))

online
online
online

online
offline

Here n denotes the length and Σ the alphabet of the sequence, and m denotes the length of the position specific scoring
matrix.
Table 10
Average running times per pattern (in seconds, preprocessing included)
of different algorithms when searching for 96 JASPAR patterns of length
m ≤ 13, with varying p-values
NA
LSA
ACE
LFA
NS

p = 10−5
1.033(0.248)
0.579(0.231)
0.071(0.057)
0.339(0.041)
0.637(0.853)

p = 10−4
1.028(0.218)
0.739(0.287)
0.113(0.073)
0.347(0.046)
0.667(0.153)

p = 10−3
1.109(0.364)
1.113(0.517)
0.335(0.307)
0.446(0.306)
0.713(0.307)

p = 10−2
1.447(0.595)
1.694(0.701)
1.248(1.224)
0.903(0.595)
1.089(0.539)

The standard deviation is given in parenthesis.
Table 11
Average running times per pattern (in seconds, preprocessing included)
of different algorithms when searching for 27 JASPAR patterns of length
m ≥ 14, with varying p-values
NA
LSA
LFA
NS

p = 10−5
1.779(0.343)
1.304(0.391)
0.516(0.229)
0.853(0.132)

p = 10−4
1.954(0.556)
1.655(0.608)
0.802(0.576)
1.003(0.491)

p = 10−3
1.954(0.559)
2.085(0.751)
1.109(0.644)
1.050(0.518)

p = 10−2
2.631(0.994)
3.104(1.121)
2.187(1.123)
1.764(0.961)

The standard deviation is given in parenthesis.

Tables 10 and 11 report the summary of results for different p-values from 10−2 to 10−5 . We did not considered
smaller p-values because the number of hits per matrix would be 0 in most cases. We separated the matrices into
two groups: those of lengths up to 13 (96 matrices out of 123) and those of length from 14 to 30 (the remaining 27
matrices). This separation was done because for lengths above 14 in some other cases the 1 GB allocated for storing
the complete ACE automaton would not be sufficient to store all candidate words, hence we did not report results for
ACE in the Table 11.
We add the detailed matrix-per-matrix results in Figs. 6 and 7 for p-value 10−4 , and in Figs. 8 and 9 for p-value
−3
10 .
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Fig. 6. Results for 96 matrices from JASPAR.

Fig. 7. Results for 27 matrices from JASPAR.

In Figs. 6 and 8 (lengths up to 13) we can notice that the best performing algorithm is ACE, followed from close
by the LFA algorithm. Superalphabet(NS) also performed better than lookahead(LA) and naive(NA). For small pvalues using ACE for relatively small matrices has the advantage that if no segment generated from the matrix will
have a score above the corresponding threshold, ACE will detect immediately this condition when the automaton is
empty. This means that no further scanning of the sequence is needed. On the other end, by increasing the p-value the
performance of ACE decreases as it was explained before.
In Figs. 7 and 9 the best performing algorithm is LFA. Only for very long matrices the superalphabet outperforms
LFA, that anyway can be seen as the more robust algorithm overall.
In [38] a hybrid algorithm (LFACE) was also proposed to combine the ACE and LFA algorithms by using a rule
of thumb with respect to the expected size of the automaton to select one algorithm or the other. This combined
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Fig. 8. Results for 27 matrices from JASPAR.

Fig. 9. Results for 96 matrices from JASPAR.

algorithm performs better than the others at basically all lengths and p-values. Some exception can occur for long
matrices where superalphabet might be faster, as can be seen in Table 12 that refers to the complete JASPAR database.
It is worth noting also that sometimes the overhead of checking the partial threshold with lookahead can lead
to worse performances than the naive algorithm. Moreover, some matrices required a much longer time than other
matrices in the same class of lengths with any of the tested algorithms. These intrinsically difficult matrices correspond
to the outliers visible in the graphs.
5. Conclusions
Developing good algorithms for profile matching has become more important in recent years, driven by biological
applications. Scoring matrices are the model of choice for several applications in both DNA and proteins domains, and
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Table 12
Average running times per pattern (in seconds, preprocessing
included) of different algorithms when searching for all JASPAR
patterns, with varying p-values
NA
LSA
LFA
NS
LFACE

p = 10−5
1.197(41.8)
0.739(57.8)
0.379(132)
0.686(73.0)
0.147(340)

p = 10−4
1.232(40.7)
0.941(53.2)
0.448(112)
0.742(67.5)
0.258(194)

p = 10−3
1.283(39.0)
1.327(37.8)
0.593(84.5)
0.788(63.6)
0.505(99.3)

p = 10−2
1.708(29.3)
2.004(25.0)
1.185(42.3)
1.239(40.4)
1.230(40.7)

The average search speed in megabases/s is given in parenthesis.

the task of finding matches between matrices and sequences is a common underlying procedure in many bioinformatics
tools.
The exponential growth of databases asks for more efficient algorithms for scoring sequence segments than
the brute-force O(mn) algorithm. Several algorithms have been proposed to achieve speedups in real application.
Nonetheless, these algorithms present different interesting theoretical approaches to the profile matching problem.
In this survey we explored approaches based on score properties, indexing data structures, filtering techniques,
pattern matching, matrix partitioning, Fast Fourier Transform and data compression. We also reported some empirical
performance results for online algorithms. A more extensive empirical comparison of online and offline methods is a
suggested topic for future research in this area.
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